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uivii suit servea up
to Frugal Gourmet

As students gear up to vote....

ERIN SPECK

News Editor

ASUPS VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE Kevin Barhydt speaks to potential
voters during his speech at the Pizza Cellar last Tuesday.

ASUPS candidates campaign
MARC Jos

Editor in Chief
As election day grows closer,
student candidates gear up their
campaigns for positions as leaders of the Associated Student Body
of the University of Puget Sound
(ASUPS).
Elections will be held on Feb. 18
and 19 during lunch and dinner
times in the WSC, the library and
the Tunnels. Students will have the
chance to vote for ASUPS President and Vice-President, two Senators-at-Large and one representative from their class.
ASUPS has also added a measure to survey the student body's
opinion on school colors. At
present, the main debate seems to
be between the academic colors of
maroon and white and the athletic
colors of green and gold. ASUPS
Vice-President Gavin Parr stated
"This is simply a way to survey the
opinions of the students so future
ASUPS officials can act on it."
Last Tuesday in The Pizza Cel-

lar, students had a chance to hear
from all the candidates.
However, not every candidate that
gave a speech is actually on the ballot. Dawn Le and Bryan Davis are
running as write-in candidates for
President and Vice-President against
Kevin Barhydt and Brad Hiranaga.
"It's my responsibility to break
away from the current status quo.
The University deserves a real election," commented Le.
Hiranaga felt the write-in candidates bring many positive aspects to
the elections.
"This will create some actual competition which is good. It gives
people a choice and will bring out
the best in everyone," said Hiranaga.
In other races, Wayland Cossey,
Kate Evans and Kelley Siefert are
each campaigning for the position of
Senator-at-Large. Collin O'Coyne is
also attempting to win a write-in
campaign against Anne Strachan for
Junior class Senator. Both Matt Cooper and Matt Johnson, current
ASUPS senators, are running unopposed for their representative class
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senate seat. Cooper stated "I hope
students overcome the apathy of
past elections and come out and
vote."
The Cellar speeches attracted a
small portion of the campus community who appeared more enthusiastic about the free breadsticks
than the speeches themselves. After the candidates completed their
speeches, time was set aside for students to ask questionsof the individual candidates. A majority focused on the diversity issue.
Senior Holly Conner commented
"All the speakers touched on the
basic issues we have heard before,
such as diversity and school spirit,
without stating specifically ways in
which these areas could be improved upon."
Sophomore Dennis Matt Lay
commented "ASUPS ... represents
my concerns better than the Dean
of Students Office and I can vote
for ASUPS representatives."
The AS UPS candidates will also
be giving speeches at several of the
Greek houses next Monday.

A former University of Puget
Sound employee, Jeff Smith, has
recently been accused of molestation
by several Tacoma area residents.
Smith, who served as the University Chaplain at UPS during the
1970's, is better known by most as
the Frugal Gourmet, a popular chef
and cookbook author who has a
long-running show on PBS.
Recently, a Pierce County Superior Court civil suit has been filed in
which a 36-year-old Tacoma man,
identified simply as "Boy A" in the
legal complaint, alleges that Smith
molested him whçn he was a 15
year-old employee at Smith's restaurant, the Chaplain's Pantry. Smith no
longer owns that eatery and cooking school that was located on
Tacoma Avenue in the Stadium business district. "Boy A," currently
known to be George Heitman, now
blames his "chronic mental and
emotional disorders, employment
problems and chronic substance
abuse" on the sexual acts performed
on him by Smith.
The suit claims that Smith's wife,

Patty "first learned of her husband's
compulsive pedophilic compulsions
in the 1970's," which she has denied. It also alleges that Smith engaged in homosexual acts with University of Puget Sound students, including one male student who
worked for the family.
Smith has strongly denied all allegations made against him in this
case as well as others. As reported
in the News Tribune, Smith's lawer,
Ed Winskill, stated "We're not just
making a general denial for court
purposes; we're saying that these
events absolutely and categorically
did not happen."
However, other men have also
made accusations against Smith.
One suit stated that Smith allegedly
picked up a young man on his way
to Seattle and later molested him.
The suit claims that Smith often
groomed boys for sexual intercourse
and coerced them by the use of alcohol, threats, and phyical force.
Smith also allegedly agreed to
pay off two other men who were
making accusations against him,
including Clint Smith, who was a
plaintiff in the original molestation
suit which took place in August.

February 13
February 19

Semester at Sea 'eye-opening' trip
TOM PERRY
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This Thursday's
Thompson Hall
Seminar will feature
Nalina Nadkarni, a
professor at Evergreen State College.
Her talk is titled "Life
in the treetops: ecological interactions in
tropical and temperate forest canopies."
It will take place Feb.
13 at 4 p.m. in Thompson 124. Refreshments will be
provided.

African - A me ri can philosopher and author
Cornel West will discuss his
views on the future of the black
race and the new black professional class on Thursday, Feb. 13
at 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Fieldhouse in honor of Black History Month. General admission is
$10. Students can purchase tickets at TicketMaster, the Tacoma
Urban League or the Student Info
Center for $4.

Asst. News Editor
This is the true story ... of 600
students ... picked to live on a cruiseship ... and have their lives changed.
To find out what happens ... when students get out of the classroom.., and
spend a Semester at Sea.
Last year, five UPS students par ticipated in the Semester at Sea program sponsored by the University of

/

Pittsburgh. Two of those students,
Seniors Mark Wischmeyer and Mike
Nicholas, describe the experience in
one word: "intense."
The 100 day program (starting in
Bermuda and ending in Seattle) included 600 students, 150 crew members, 50 adult passengers, and 40
professors from all over the world.
This enabled students to explore

The Well-Tempered Organist
Series "The Songs of the Churcha historical stream," will continue
on Feb. 15 with the final class
titled "The New Streams." Tuition
for the class will be $15 and is
payable at the door. Call x3555 for
more information.

Acoustic urban folk guitarist
Chic Street Man will give a concert in honor of Black Hi.tory
Month on Friday, Feb. 14 at 8p.m.
in the Concert Hall. Tickets can be
purchased from the Student Info
Center (0419) for $6.

Calobo, an acoustic groove
band from Portland, will perform in Marshall Hall on Feb. 19
at 8 p.m. General admission is $7.
Students can buy tickets for $4 at
the Student Info Center.
Shakabrah Java coupons will be
given away at the door.
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Bumbershoot
seeks artists
Bumbershoot, the Seattle Arts
Festival, is currently looking for
anyone interested in the visual or
literary arts or any type of music
or dance, to participate in their
popular Labor Day celebration.
The 27th annual arts celebration
is especially interested in new
works, performances, and multigenre/collaborative pieces.
Applications are now available
by calling the Bumbershoot Hotline
at (206)281-8111. Deadlines vary,
depending on interest area. For
more information, contact Tern
Hiroshima at (206) 281-7788.
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SENIOR MIKE NICHOLAS poses in front of the Taj
Mahal during his semester at sea.
eleven different countries and relate
their experiences in the classroom.
"I learned the most from my visual and hands-on experiences. It
was truly a different type of learning," Wischmeyer stated. "The Se-

mester was the epitomy of hands-on
learning. I learned more during those
three months than at any other semester here."
While traveling on the renovated
cruise ship, students attended both

Dyson named
grad speaker

physics Professor Jim Evans.
"Dyson has been remarkable for
freely moving from one field to another, always managing to make significant contributions."
Dyson has received numerous
awards, including ones for his best
selling books Origins of Life, Infinite in All Directions, and Weapons
of Hope. He has also participated in
debates over arms control, science
policy, and the future of the space
program.

National publications, including
USA Thday and Time, call him one
of the world's great theoretical
physicists and one of the most formidable minds in American life.
Such recognition led the
University's Commencement
Speaker Committee to select Freeman Dyson as this year's commencement speaker.
Professor of physics at the institute of Advanced Study in Princeton,
Dyson helped design the TRIGA reactor and the ORION spaceship. He
has also worked as a consultant in
the government's weapons laboratories, the Space Agency, the Disarmament Agency, and Defense Department.
"Freeman Dyson has had a remarkable career as a scientist and as
a participant in public debate over
science policy," said University

Websight helps
college students
Prospective college and graduate
school students are flocking to a new
World Wide Web sight that sells successful admission essays from some
of the country's top schools.
Developed by Daniel Kaufman,
28, students may purchase a pack of
more than ten essays for $10. According to Kaufman, the site, known
as "IvyEssays," receives more than

"core" and elective classes. During
these core classes, inter-port lectur ers would come aboard and prepare
students for the upcoming country.
According to Nicholas, students
could appreciate the country even
more from such first-hand accounts.
"These lecturers provided an accurate, first-hand assessment of the
different countries," he stated.
In order to get the most out of the
experience, professors encouraged
travel within the countries. While
organizers did plan specific trips
within the eleven countries, many
students traveled independently.
"The trip was a different experience
for everyone—what I experienced
could be completely different that
what someone else did,"
Wischmeyer said. "You truly got out
of the program what you put into it."
Nicholas felt that the trip allowed
him to grow personally. "I really became more comfortable with new
situations and people," he stated. "It
was interesting to see such different
perspectives on world-wide issues.
I learned from people, not from
textbooks ... it truly opened my eyes."
100 visits a day since it started
nearly three months ago.
"We are meeting a pressing need
at an economical price, as low as
$1 per essay in some cases,"
Kaufman stated. "It's only natural that people are excited about
our company."
Although an abundance of current books sell successful essays
for admission, various university
representatives are critical of the
company, citing a greater potential
for plagiarism since the essays are
available on-line.
While Kaufman admits there
may be temptation for students to
plagiarize, he said he has done everything possible to dissuade them.
Prior to purchase, students must
sign a contract acknowledging that
the essays are copyrighted.
For more information or to
schedule an interview with
IvyEssays, contact director Helen
Lee at (617) 375-9215 or at
"HLee@ivyessays.com ."

Contagious influenza-like illness hits campus
MARC

Jorns

Editor in Chief
When the members of the campus community returned from winter break over three weeks ago, it
seems they returned with more than
just their suitcases.
Over the past few weeks an influenza-like illness has spread around
the campus bringing pain and suffering to many students as well as
several faculty.
Last week, Counseling, Health
and Wellness Services placed a
memo in all of the residence facilities on campus, warning of the illness and detailing self-treatment
methods for the virus.

The s 'mptoms of the illness normally irn ;lude an abrupt onset, headache (often with eye pain or burning), muscle aches, fever, fatigue and
runny nose.
Consulting Nurse Linda Everson
stated "If a fever persists for more
than three days, you need to contact
a doctor."
The memo distributed last week
outlines several different treatments.
Wellness Services recommends
plenty of fluid intake throughout the
day. The fever can be treated with
"Ibuprofen (400 to 600 mg) every
four to six hours taken with food."
Also, a cough can be combated
with over the counter medicine such
as Nyquil or Robitussin.

Wellness Services reported that
"this illness is viral in origin, antibi-

The syniptoiiis of the
illness noriiiallyinclwle
1111 ;ibrupt oiiset,
bethelie loften with eye
pull or burning), ii.uistie
acJie fever, fati'ue and
runny nose.
otics are not indicated. The fatigue
associated with this process may last
for a long time." They state the

symptoms could last for 7-10 days
and that the illness is known to be
very contagious.
Evenson remarked that Wellness
Services is well equipped with a staff
of one full-time doctor and two additional job-sharing doctors, a nurse
and two receptionists.
"It seems that [the virus] has
peaked today. The Health Department gave no major reports of influenza strains as of Tuesday," explained Everson.
Even with the virus at peak,
Everson feels that Wellness Services
will have no problem meeting the
demands and needs of the students
and staff throughout the duration of
their illness.

Counseling, Health
and Weliness

Services Hours
Mon, Thurs, Fri:
8-12 & 1-5
Tues:
8-12 & 1-8
Wed:
10-12 & 1-5
Walk in hours:
1-3 daily

Trustees to decide tenure
TOM PERRY

Asst. News Editor
After a long selection process, five
of six professors were recommended
for tenure by President Pierce.
These professors include Associate Professor Raymond Preiss, Communication; Assistant Professor Sarah Sloane, English; Associate Pro-

fessor Sunil Kukrej a, Comparative
Sociology; Assistant Professor Paul
Loeb, Philosophy; Associate Professor George Tomlin, School of Occupational Therapy.
The Board of Trustees will make
their final decision regarding their
selections for tenure this weekend.
According to the Faculty Code,
multiple factors are considered when

making the final tenure decisions.
"It's not as if a professor receives
tenure by not doing anything wrong,
but it's doing something right in high
areas," said Grace Kirchner, Professor in the School of Education.
Tenure is the right to be guaranteed ajob as a permanent professor
and is earned through superior professional achievement.

Do you think that theme houses segregate_students?

Week of February 4-February 11
A student reported his cellular telephone was taken from his room
on campus during Fraternity Rush. The student believes it was taken
while Rushees were touring the house.
Unknown suspect(s) caused significant damage to the lawn on
the east side of Todd and Phibbs Halls with a vehicle. The damage
was discovered by Security staff.
A staff member from Facilities Services reported the receiver and
cord to the emergency telephone inside the Wheclock Student Center stolen. This has been a re-occurring problem.
Security staff contacted a suspicious individual who was using a
computer lab on campus. The individual was identified and claimed
to be a visitor to campus. He was cooperative and left without incident.
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**Inc idents are reported to the Trail so that members of the campus community are more aware of what is happening on campus.
Members of the campus community are encouraged to play an active role in crime prevention. Please contact security (x3311) immediately if you witness a crime or suspicious activity. Information
is kept confidential.
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With our WAYLOW Spring Surf 'n' Shred fares, you can FLY to the sweetest
slopes or the hottest beaches and have cash left over to buy plenty of eats, even
your own hotel room.With deals like these, you can live so large, your folks will
think you're blowing your book money. Check Out Our Way Low Fares:
SURF FARES
SHRED FARES
To COLORADO SPRINGSt To The COASTS

From The EAST

Atlanta
Chicago/Midway
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Indianapolis
Washington, D.C./Dulles
Houston
Tulsa
Kansas City
New York/Newark
Oklahoma City

Well, actually, there is more. Like House Margaritas for $1.99.
Long Island Ice Teas for $1 .99. Well drinks for $1 .99. A great
all-American menu. Billiard tables, NTN Interactive Trivia,
electronic darts, and video games. Starting December 1 2th,
every Thursday night is College Night at Ram Big Horn Brewing
Company from 9 to midnight. Formerly Ram Border Cafe & Sports
Bar, we have a new look, including a microbrewery right on site,
serving up our award-winning brews like Buttface Amber Ale and
Total Disorder Porter. It's bound to be the most fun Lakewood
has ever had. And that's all there is to say.

$99 *

.

$739*

$69*
$69*
$69*
$109*
$81
$49**
$49**
$i09*
$49**

LosAngeles
$99*
Los Angeles
$139*
Los Angeles
$99*
Los Angeles
$159*
Los Angeles
$749**
San Diego
$129**
San Diego
San Francisco $59"
San Francisco $ 139*
San Francisco $ 1 1 9**

$49*
$69*
$69*
$79*
$69*
$79*

Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Orlando
Orlando

From The WEST

Phoenix
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
LosAngeles
Portland

For More Information, Call
Western Pacific Reservations Today:

1-800-930-3030
or call your travel agent.

www. westpac.com

$159
$149
$ 149
$149
$139*
$159*

Ft0m the Springs catch a Mountain Air Express
fflgt to Colorado's prima powder!

7 C&orado

Steam boat/
Hayden

Gnnnon/

springs

M4

MOUNTAINA,, EXPRF4c

Se II, ,id e/
on

Western Pacific
(GOOD FOOVOOD TIME)
BREtt lEG CO\IPK\\

A I
H L I N E S
has
Terms and Conditions: All fares are based on onewa travel and are subject to change. Fates must be purced

at time of bookingnFares are valid on night flights eparting between the hours of 7:55 p.m and 2 0 am.
and require a 14day advance purchase These fares are not valid on flights de1artinq as an1 uther times.
ii ares require a 21da aduance purchase and are valid for drsiqvated of -peak traue times only.
Fares do not include up to 12 in additional Passenaer Facility Chatges. All purchases are nunrefunduble. Changes
may be made prior to scheduled departure time on y for a $ 5 change fee, plus any increase in new fare. Failure
to notify, Western Pacific of itinera7 changes prior to departure time or vu-show will result in total furfeisure
of payment. All fares and change ens are subject to chanqe without notice. Seats at all advertised fates are
limited and other restrictions may apply. © 1997 Western acific Airlines

THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND HONORS PROGRAM
PRESENTS

All Films will be shown in McIntyre 003
7:00 p.m.
Free of Charge
The Honors Program Is pleased to present the 1997 Film Series
ORGANIZED BYARLO PELEGRIN

THE MISSION
February 4
Directed by Roland Joffe
(Britain, 1986)

DELICATESSEN
KAFKA
April 8
March 4
Directed by Jeunet & Caro
Directed by Stephen Soderbergh
(USNBritain/Czech Republic, 1992) (France, 1991)

PACIFIC HEIGHTS
February 11
Directed by John Schlesinger
(USA, 1990)

MY OWN PRIVATE IDAHO
March 11
Directed by Gus Van Sant
(USA, 1992)

THE PUBLIC ENEMY
April 15
Directed by William Weliman
(USA, 1933)

KAGEMUSHA
February 18
Directed by Akira Kurosawa
(Japan, 1980)

PLATOON
March 25
Directed by Oliver Stone
(USA, 1986)

RESERVOIR DOGS
April 22
Directed by Quentin Tarantino
(USA, 1992)

THE ROAD WARRIOR
February 25
Directed by George Miller
(Australia, 1980)

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
April 1
Directed by Nicholas Ray
(USA, 1955)

THE USUAL SUSPECTS
April 29
Directed by Bryan Singer
(USNCanada, 1995)

For more information concerning the Honors Film Series,
contact Kate Miner at 756-1371

Boo Radleys master eclectic pop game
• The Boo Radleys
TED SPAS

Music Reviewer
Marvelous album title, that, all
revolutionary fire and "if the youth
stand united." "Have we ever let you
down?" the lyrics ask, crooned out
over walls of squalling guitar. No,
to be honest, they haven't. From

their dub firtations to their transformation from excellent shoegazer
white noise to better than excellent
sugar kandy pop, the Boo Radleys
have always delivered the goods.
They say a few dirty words in the
first song, which is also the first
single... is this a sign of them getting tough with us? It's like the
mundanity and frustration of head
Boo Radley Martin Carr's lyrics finally erupted into a brutal, wailing
shout... but there's the lush, choral
"c'mon c'mon c'mon" bit in the
bridge to keep everything Just Pop
Enough. It's got all the swagger of
the brothers Gallagher (first time I
heard "What's in the Box" I sneered
at it for sounding just like Oasis...

C'mort Kids

which was only because I haven
been listening to Oasis for about
three singles. This is Oasis PLUS,
that wall of guitar sound turned up
to eleven until it turned all spiky and
impenetrable except the melodies
keep finding a way through the
tangle, how do they DO that?) but
it's got brains, and charm, and it
blushes in all the proper places, and
when it kicks into Rock Overdrive
it pisses all OVER Oasis and I can't
believe Noel Gallagher and Martin
Can are friends because if I was
Noel one listen to my mate's songs
would make me hang myself with a
length of barbed wire, as I would
finally understand my own sad redundancy. Because Oasis are NOT
the new Beatles, never had a chance.
If you heard Wake Up! (the last Boo
Radleys album) you KNEW who
the new Beatles were... it was the
Boo Radleys, obviously. Same sonic
experimentation, same knack for
casual hooks, even a passion for dub
(the psychedelia of the 90s). The
resemblance is uncanny, especially
because The Boo Radleys DON'T
sound just like the Beatles... they've
taken the same basic formula and
ended up somewhere completely
different, somewhere delightfully
MODERN.
My friend Bill, listening to the

"Muic for Astronauts remix of
"Wake Up Boo!" marvelled that
"they can do anything." It's true,
frankly. I've never encountered a
band who can bound from style to
style so effortlessly, without succumbing to the mundanity of vision
that is "eclecticism." There's snappy
funk, ambient shimmers, and mad

Boo Ilailleys are what
seemed impossible: a
rist Pop Coijibo. 4
I capable of weltIin
reliance on
aritv and tradition
an unstoppable ui'e to
deviate.
dub effects... all in ONE SONG. The
others are even more grinningly,
wide-eyed, deliciously MAD, lucid,
and focused. Snaps of hip hop,
glammed-up arena rock, and the
Boos' usual noisy pop all get stirred
into the stew. Magically, it all works
in the most splendid way possible.
Sure, there's stuff here I dislike.
The mock-folky intro/break of "Get
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On The Bus' is quite unnecessary,
but the amphetamine rush of The Big
Rock Bit blows it clean out of my
head. And then there's that bit
where... er, that's the only part of the
album I don't like, actually. Oh, the
intro to "New Brighton Promenade"
is a bit crap, but THAT one ends up
being ace, too.., thanks mainly to
some Beach Boys-style lunacy in the
chorus.
The Boo Radleys are what once
seemed impossible: a Futurist Pop
Combo. A band capable of welding
Pop's reliance on familiarity and tradition to an unstoppable urge to deviate. A band who could release every song on the album as a single. A

Calobo gets ready to
folk up Marshall Hall
KEITH TURAUSKY

A&E Editor
Calobo, the top-selling independent band in the Northwest, will
bring folky, funky, acoustic-rock
sounds to Marshall Hall this
Wednesday, Feb. 19.
Calobo consistently draw large
crowds at this university, including their last UPS visit in Fall 1995,
as well as throughout the Northwest region, where they enjoy a
reputation for original music and
creative playing style. Calobo is a
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INFORMATION SESSIONS IN SEArFLE AND PORTLAND!

Seattle, Washington

Portland, Oregon

Monday, February 24,1997
University of Washington,
Husky Union Bldg., Rni. 1068
4:00-6:00 pm

Tuesday, February 25, 1997
Portland State University
Smith Memorial Center Rm 290
1825 S. W. Broathvay
4:00-6.30pm

Meet Admissions Represertatives from:
• California Western School of Law
San Diego, California

• Golden Gale University School of Law
San Francisco, California

• Gonzaga University School of Law
Spokane, Washington

• Lewis & Clark College
Northwestern School of Law
PortlanS Orrgof I

• McGeorge School of Law.
University of the Pacific

13rca Smaliwooct
Kri.ita Stroman
K&ty Ta-iirt.r

• Pepperdine University School of Law

Sara Warct

• Santa Clara University School of Law

Sacramento, California
Malibu, California
Santa Clara, California

c1- LJ-1±r-
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coed seven-piece from Portland
Oregon. The band's albums chart
favorably in such Northwest
magazines as The Rocket, and the
band's albums, most recently Ya
Dum Di Duin and Runnin' in the
River, have sold over 20,000 copies. Calobo will he releasing
Stomp, a new album on Padre Productions, in April 1997.
If you enjoy mellow folk-rock,
Calobo is a must. The show starts
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available
at the Info Center and cost $7 general admission, $4 with UPS ID.

Considering Attending
Law School?

Jam.

--

hand who are better in one song than
most outfits can manage in an entire
career. It's a fuckin' crime that
America didn't make them stupidly
rich last time they graced us with an
album. It's even more criminal that
this record's American release is so
tardy (it's been an English favorite
for months and months and
MONTHS). If you ever believed
anything I told you, believe this: The
Boo Radleys are the new goddamn
Beatles and if you bought ANY of
those Anthology thingies, you better
give C 'mon Kids a listen to atone for
it or you WILL be punished in the
next life.
Get ON it already.

-
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• Seattle University School of Law
Tac.ma, Washington

• Southwestern University
School of Law
Los Angeles, California

• University of San Diego
School of Law
San Diego, California

• University of San Francisco
School of Law
San Francisco, California

• Whittier College School of Law
Las Angeles. California

• Willarnette University School of Law
Sa1em Oregon

itcoma teri*Lyak]*L trek turns out tasty
LEIGH-ANN SANTILLANES

Restaurant Reviewer
Having hit the date of having to
urn in my article, I must concede
hat the Teriyaki search must conlude. If only for the purposes of this
rticle. I went to a variety of teriyaki
laces .that I had been wanting to try,
nd some that I didn't want to go
ear before this search. I was quite
leasantly surprised on all accounts.
11 of these places that I went to are
eli known to the campus commu•ty, and since no one gave me any
ther ideas, every one has probably
aten at any one of them already.
I went to five different teriyaki
laces. Two of the farthest from camus are Happy Teriyaki and Little
okyo. The three within walking disance of school are Dairy Dell, #1
eriyaki, and Gordon's Teriyaki (for erly Gordon's Hasty-Tasty). All of
hese places were very good in their
wn way. Some are better than othrs, and others, just more fun.
Happy Teriyaki is perhaps the best
flown of these chosen few. It is at
s particular place where I was first
ntroduced to teriyaki as a meal, so I
ave fond memories of the food.
lus, it made an ex-boyfriend of
me sick once, so I really love it.
e only got sick because he coninced himself that he was. I ate all
f mine and the rest of his, and I'm

still here churning out reviews. This
was the most expensive place to get
your teriyaki, and you don't get any
more food than other places. Happy
Teriyaki is a real sit down restaurant,
so they have high prices to start out
with. The smaller one-door joints
have better and more food for the
dollar.

Little Tokyo had the best chicken
in their chicken teriyaki. For $4.75
you get chicken, rice and a salad.
The pieces of chicken were nice
sized (bite-sized and a little bigger)
and were very well cooked. The
salad is sometimes a little sketchy
at places, but this salad was very
nice. It had the characteristics of cole
slaw, stringy lettuce and cabbage
with a funky slaw dressing. Very
tasty.
One problem with this place is that
they only give you one scoop of rice
with your meal. Although I liked my
salad, I had to trade it off with my
meal partner for some more rice. A
cool thing about this place is that
they play ABBA like there is no tomorrow. I was eating and humming

along to myself, when I said (out
loud) that I would sure like to hear
"Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! A Man
After Midnight", and then it came
on right after that. How's that for
karma. Don't forget your fortune
cookie, you have to pick them up after you're finished eating.
Those of you who know the glory
of a $1.50 double deluxe burger from
Dairy Dell will also be able to appreciate the specialness of a $4.69
HUGE platter of spicy chicken
teriyaki from the very same place.
This was the only spicy dish on my
quest. This is a great place... I can't
help it. Of course, it takes a million
years to get your food, so best order
it before you are really hungry.
This is place to go (along with #1)
if you are really hungry. There is a
lot of food included in the $4.69:
rice, salad and meat, once again. I
recommend the spicy chicken if you
have been eating at the SUB an exceptionally long time. It'll wake
your taste buds back up. Oh so much
more than an Arch Deluxe.
Unlike the bite-size pieces of
Little Tokyo's chicken, Gordon's
Teriyaki is all about giving out huge
chunks of chicken and beef with
their teriyaki. I mean quarter of a
breast size. A chicken's breast at that,
you cretins! This place, for $4.99,
you can get a huge helping of
chicken or beef teriyaki and rice. I

had to have both the chicken and
beef teriyaki because I hadn't had
any red meat in awhile. Gordon's
staff are very helpful and will bring
your food out to the table (even the
fortune cookies at the end), to make
you feel like you are splurging. The
lemonade is also really good if you
are in to the sour craze.
The last of the 6thAvenue teriyaki
places is the #1 Teriyaki. Here I went
out on a limb and tried the beef
teriyaki and veggie tempura ($5.75).
That was so cool, it was like eating
onion rings and teriyaki. The
tempura was a little bland and thick,
but fried nicely. Frying things nicely
can make up for almost anything.
Here was one place that I was kind
of worried to go to, but for only one
piece of beef with a little too much
pink, it was much better than I
thought. But no matter how good the
teriyaki is, I will never forgive the
#1 for converting a Winchell's donut house into a teriyaki joint. That's
sacrilege!
My Teriyaki hunt was successful
in the fact that I was satisfied with
all of my choices. What I would've
liked was more audience participation, but you gave it all up and are
once more at the mercy of my
munchies and wanton desires. Remember people, if you don't listen
to me, at least listen to your fortune
cookies!

HAPPY TERIYAKI
4027 TACOMA MALL BLVD.

474-5365

LITTLE TOKYO
2505 S. 38TH ST.

473-6797

DAIRY DELL
3201 6TH AVE.

759-0851

#1 TERIYAKI
2915 6TH AVE.

593-8780

GORDON'S TERIYAKI
(FORMERLY GORDONS HASTYTASTY)

2720 N. PROCTOR

752-7272
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$3.00
Breadsticks
Shake

$3.00
Mini Pizza &
Large Pop
M-F 11am -12pm • Sat. 9pm - 12pm • Sun. 8pm - 12pm

YOUR NAME
Staff Writer

The Pu get Sound Trail welcomes new

writers! If you feel the burning desire to
see your name in print, give us a call at
756-3197 or come to our general meetings
every Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in WSC 011.
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Mark Mueller. Gallery hours are
10:00 am. - 4:00 p.m. Mon - Fri
and 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. on Sun.
Admission is free. For more info call
x3310.

FILMS
14 -16 Feb- Campus films presents
Sleepless in Seattle in Mc 003. Film
times are 7:00 & 9:30 p.m. on 14 &
15 Feb and 6:00 & 8:30 p.m. on 16
Feb. Admission is $1 with UPS ID.

MUSIC
14 Feb - Urban jazzlblues artist,
Chic Street Man plays in the
Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are $2 with UPS ID.
19 Feb - Colobo plays in Marshall
Hall at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $4 with
UPS ID at the info center.

13-20 FEBRUARY, 1997
THEATER

13 Feb -2 Mar - Caryn Horowitz
presents Making Porn at the
Theater Off Jackson in Seattle.
Tickets are $20. For more info call
781-6644. Warning: Contains
nudity and strong language.

LECTURES
13 Feb - Cornel West lectures in

13 Feb -2 Mar - Tacoma Musical
Playhouse presents The Boyfriend

the Fieldhouse at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are $4 with UPS ID. For more info
call x3310.

at Narrows Theater at 8:00 p.m on
Fridays & Saturdays, and 2:00
p.m. on Sundays. Tickets are $10
for students. For more info call 5656TMP.

EVENTS
14 Feb - The Catholic House hosts
Chick Flick Movie Night at 1141 N.

14 Feb - The Tom Shaw Productions Comedy Show plays at the

Lawrence at 6:30 p.m. Pizza will be
served.

Pantages Theater at 8:30 p.m. For
more info call 591-5894.

16 Feb - Jason Jakaitis, opinions

14, 15,21&22Feb- OPM
presents OPM vs.Cupid at

editor celebrates his 20th birthday
Send presents to The TraiL

Freehold Theater in Seattle at 8:00
p.m. Tickets are $7 for students.
For more info call 725-8642.

13 -23 Feb - Kittredge Gallery
features artists Ellen Garvens and

The Classifieds: The Puget Sound Trail
advertising gets results. m2ri
NorthendIDeluxe Eii
Summer Job
TheABar,AGuestRanchison 140,000 2 hdrm with full size wid. Fireplace,
acres of southern Wyoming, dishwasher, patio/balcony, with
private storage and 1 & 1/2 bath
surrounded by national forest and
available. Orchard Ridge 5111 S.
wilderness area. We have openings in
all areas of guest services. If you are
12th St. 756-2080 or 472-RENT
$99 MOVE-IN SPECIAL
available from approximately June 1
to early or late September, we would
like to talk with you about the Heat & hot water paid, controlled
possibility of working with us this
access entrance & laundry facilities
summer. The manager, Bob Howe, available. On quiet residential
will be interviewing on campus street. $275
2310 South 10th St.
February 14. To arrange an interview
Call 627-1854 or 472-RENT
time or get an application check at the
Mention this ad for student discounts
Career Office. Quest4ons? Call (303)
HistoricaliiDistrict
838-1950 or e-mail us at
1&2 bdrm, DIW, disposal, controlled
abararanch@aol.com .
access entrance, off-street parking.
W/D in 2 bdrm. Maples Apts.
Teach English in Eastern Europe:
315 N.J St. 383-3554 or 472-RENT
Prague, Budapest, Krakow. How
Rent from a UPS Alum
would you like teach basic conversaHistorical I1flN
tional English in Eastern Europe? Our
2 bdrm, 1&1/2 bath, F/P, walk-in
materials profile many rewarding
closet, D/W, disposal, controlled acteaching opportunities with great bencess entrance, covered prkg & elevaefits, including information on: travel
tor. WrightsApts. 812 S. K St.
preparations & finding accommoda572-4235 or 472-RENT
tions, getting around in major cities,
Mention this ad for student discount
contacting schools that hire native
English speakers, developing your
:
qualifications. For more info, call:
Female to share newer, Northend
(206) 971-3680 Ext. K60891.
home. Full bath. Must like plants
FINANCIALAID
and love 1 dog. Great place to
Student Financial Services has inforstudy. $250 per month plus 1/3
mation on 3,400+ public & private
utilities. Call between 3:00 - 9:00PM
sector funding sources. A MUST FOR 752-6311!
ANYONE SEEKING FINANCIAL
AID! For information, call: 1Manage your own business next sum800263-6495 ext. F60894.
mer. Last year the average manager
T71 Y1T
earned
$10,087. If you feel that you
2
bdrm
dishwasher,
patio!
1&
have leadership attitude to mange your
balcony. Close to Westgate
peers please call College Pro Painters
Shoppping Center. 1 bdrm $385
at 822-3388.
2 bdrm. $495. 5802 N. 33rd.
htt:\\www.collegepro.com .
759-6827 or 472-RENT
-

,

p Counselors
Female and male camp counselors
needed for outstanding Maine camps!
Each located on magnificent lakefront
setting with exceptional facilities.
Over 100 positions at each camp for
heads and assistant in temis, basketball, volleyball, soccer, lacrosse, golf,
field hockey, swimming, sailing, canoeing, water-skiing, archery, weight
training, athletic trainer, journalism,
photography, woodworking, ceramics,
crafts, fine arts, dance, nature study,
backpacking, rock climbing, horseback riding, ropes course. Also looking for secretaries, maintenance,
kitchen. Camp dates approx. June 21Aug 21. Room and board, travel allowance, salary based on qualifications and experience. WOMENCAMP VEGA, P0 BOX 1771,
Duxbury, MA 02332, 1-800-838VEGA. MEN-CAMP TAKAJO, 525
East 72nd Street, 25th Floor, NEW
York, NY 1021, 1-800-409-CAMP.
Unfurnished 3 bdrm house, fully carpeted, fireplace, W/D hookup, garage.
$750 a month. Located at 3809 N 21St.
Call 759-3097.
i
!17T Defiance
1&2 bdrm w/fireplace, utility rm &full
size W/D, patio/balcony. 1 bdrm $460
2bdrm $545. 5823 North 33rd
Call 759-6827 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum

call 591-5894.
16 Feb - The Early Music Guild

MUSIC

presents A Homecoming Celebra-

13 - 16 Feb - Valentine Rhapsody
plays at the Tacoma Little Theater
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $18. For
more info call 272-2281.
14Feb-BudE.Loveandthe
Dudley Manlove Quartet play for
the Valentine's Day Ball at the
Crocodile Cafe in Seattle at 7:30 &
10:30 p.m. Tickets are $8 in
advance.

14 & 15 Feb - Gallery Concerts
presents Amorous Pursuits at
Central Lutheran Church in Seattle
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $9 for
students. For more info call 3257066.

15 Feb - The Broadway Center for
Performing Arts presents Bale
Folciorico da Bahia at the Pantages
Theater at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$18, $23, $25 & $27. For more info

tion with the Duo Geminiani in the
Seattle Art Museum auditorium at
3:00 p.m. Tickets are $12 for
students. For more info call 3257066.

A R T,:,
13 Feb -30 Mar-The Taorna
Museum presents Catalan Maste
of the 20th Centwyfeaturing wor
by Picasso, Dali and Miro. Tickei
are $4 for students. For exhibit
dates and times call 292-ARTS.

EVENTS
18Feb-The2ndAnnualWMlC
Celebretity Pool Tournamant with
members of Pearl Jam, POTUSA,
the Seattle Supersonics, Sir Mix-ALot and more takes place at the
Garage on Capitol Hill in Seattle at
7:00 p.m. Must be 21.

Cross Currents now accepting
poetry, prose, and art. Submit
by March 10 at WSC 005.

• Two 5-week sessions
• More than 75 quality
education courses

• French Immersion 3-week
Program
• College Preview High School
Program
• Pont-Aven Art Program

For information:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-4
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York 10165

Tel. (212) 983-1414
Fax (21 2) 983-0444
Accredited by the Middle States Assoc ation

Web site -http://www.aup.fr
Email - Summer@aup.fr

Coming to Jillian's is
as easy as 1... 2... 3!!
Wednesday Night
is College Night!

1 hour free pooi,
2 beers and $3 pizza!
1114 Broadway
Downtown Tacoma

Phone: 572-0300

1&2 bdrm, hot water pd. Cute
courtyard with pool. Huge private
balcony/patio w/semi-fenced
yard. Olympic Manor Apts. 7301 N.
6th Ave. 565-8096 or 472-RENT
$99 move-in special!

2ta3 recyct
your trail!

Z..

7:00 & 9:10 Fri and Sat
I671 7:00 Nightly.
Sat. & Sun. matinee @ 4:30
±.!

Jll

1
211.
1

Adults: $4.00 -Seniors and 16 d' under: $3.00 Matinee $3.00 & $200
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Don't let the bast
Vote in the ASUPS el
DAWN LE
President

-a-

-

My intentions for running in this election is to bring unity and community here at the
University of Puget Sound.This school deserves a leader who will dedicate herself to the
betterment of this campus, who is not afraid to question authority, and who is an advocate for
all students attending UPS.
lam an active student on this campus, involved with many activities, and this school needs the experience, determination, and innovation that I have to carry us away from stagnation and compacency. I am running as a Write-in
Candidate because UPS deserves the right to a choice, to have an election where ytou can elect someone who will be
accountable to your vote.
If you want to have claim to this university, you will WRITE-IN DAWN LE as the 1997-98 ASUPS PRESIDENT.

KATE
Senatoi

KEVIN BARHYDT
ASUPS has

President
I have decided to run for ASUPS President because I feel
that I have much to offer to the student bodv and the urn
versity as a whole. In the past few years I have gained the
experience needed to be a successful president. By serving
as ASUPS Senate Chair, and a member of President's Council I have learned
how to work together with the school faculty and administration to accomplish common goals without relinquishing the desires of the student body.
ff1 am elected, I have several goals that I wish to achieve in my term. Too
many times students on this campus feel that their voices are left unheard; I
will change this problem by enacting regular open forums that all students
and members of the faculty will be invited to attend and voice their opinions. I will also work with the school administration to develop and enact
concrete solutions to the lack of diversity on this campus. In addition, I plan
to continue creating an atmosphere that entices students to stay on this campus, and to create a feeling of student unity and excitement. It is my firm
belief that as a cohesive student body, we can work together to make this
university a place we are proud to call our own.

MATT COOPER
Senior Senator
Jam running to help make UPS a great place
ise to continue working on my various project
Avenue crosswalk. Finally, it is my goal to
the Greek system.

BRYAN DAVIS

BRAD HIRANAGA

Vice President

Vice President

All too often we ponder the "What if's"
and the "If only's" while life's opportunities are racing past us. Meanwhile the prize always goes to
the person who has enough nuts to step up to the plate and
accept the challenge. The problem is that many of us then just
sit in the background and bitch about who's getting what. Life,
especially the college years, is all about choices. But, here at
UPS, we were headed toward two consecutive years with an
uncontested race for EXECUTIVE POSiTIONS. There is no
choice in this. Well, now I'm stepping up to change all of that.
We, as UPS students, deserve better than an uncontested presidential and vice-presidential race. We deserve to have some
choices in who we want to represent us. Well, now we do; the
choice is yours. Write-in Bryan Davis for Vice President.

The Vice President's primary role in ASUPS is to run the in
nal operations of the organization, such as constructing the b
get, improving the constitution, and hiring applicants for AS1
positions. I feel I'm qualified for these responsibilities due
leadership experiences. I have served in ASUPS for the past
Senate Pro Tern, and as a member of President's Council. I
through summer work and as a student in the Business Leadet
I am running for the position of Vice President for the sarm
for student government position: because I want to improve th
To initiate these improvements for students, I have three goa
efforts to improve diversity on campus. The second is to men
student body so you know what ASUPS is doing with your stud
I want to have more events and activities on campus students
ing in to increase school spirit and excitement. The university
of sound learning and knowledge, it should be a place that's S(

grtnd you down!
tions February 18 - 19.
KELLEY
SIEFER T
Senator at Large

WAYLAND COSSEY
Senator at Large

______

Hi, my name is KeUey Siefert
and I am running for the position
___________________ of Senator at Large. in my time
here at UPS. I have taken leadership positions both in my sorority and in the surrounding community. Now I am striving to do so in the University as a whole. I am a competant, hard-working candidate, and if I am elected, I will be dedicated to serving
you, my peers. So on election day, remember the name
that you can count on: Kelley Siefert for Senator at Large.

As a Senator-at-Large, I will look forward
to implementing a number of various programs
to promote the visibility and accountability of
ASUPS Senators and Executives. Personally, I made it a point to fulfill my promise for an All-Campus Unity Barbecue that attracted 800
people before the PLU football game. In the future, I hope to inspire
accountability in other senators by creating a Senator Profile section
in The Trail, listing the various projects of each senator. On Fehniary
18-19, I encourage evcrone to vote for progress, accountability, and
success in ASUPS, and elect Wayland Cossey.

VANS
Large
endous amount to offer students in the
dprogramming on campus. These acf unifying the campus community. To
its of ASUPS, communication must be
SUPSand student groups on campus
ose. It is also important for something
dents living off-campus about campus
to take a more active role in asking
happen on campus.

tudents. I promluding a Union
ue fighting for

y vast background of
years as a senator, as
business experience
Program.
son 1 have always run
lity of life on campus.
he first is to continue
communication to the
nvernment fee. Lastly,
iterested in participattid not only be a place
ly enjoyable.

COLLIN O'COYNE
Junior Senator
Last year as RHA president I led Seward Hall to win
Hall of the Year. For our efforts, I was awarded President
of the Year. We were able to accomplish this because we
put in the extra effort needed to succeed. One of the many
goals I would like to accomplish this upcoming year is to get a monthly
mailing to off-campus students informing them of music events, theater
productions. ASUPS presentations, and Greek activities. I'm willing to
put in the extra effort, but for me to be able to do that, you need to put in
the effort and write-in Collin 0' Coyne for Junior Class Senator.

ANNE STRACHAN

El

Junior Senator
I'm running for Junior Class Senator for most of
the same reasons as everybody else. I want to be a
representative of my class to both the faculty and
administration. I have ideas about ways that I could
he an asset on the Senate. i'm a good leader who
wants to get involved. I'd love the opportunity to be
a senator and I hope you'll vote for me.

:

MATT JOHNSON
Sophomore Senator
1 am running for Sophomore Senator because I want to continue
representing the students through AS UPS. As Freshman Senator I am
working on getting change machines in the SUB and revising the WorkStudy pay policy among other projects. I will continue to make student
concerns a priority, doing everything I can to make sure people know
about ASUPS and what we can do for you. I encourage you to call or
email me if you have any questions or concerns.

[]
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That time of love had dropped upon us again. Whether you're one of those spending tomorrow night with a loved one, or among the
rest of us looking for a gig with "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band," you can't deny the love expressed recently by our Logger
athletes. The Loggers and Lutes basketball teams made perfect star-crossed lovers last weekend, with the UPS crowd playing the
mischievous cupids. Meanwhile, the Logger Swimmers dove into love, or was it Wallace Pool, in training for Nationals.

Loggers pass Lutes for Conference lead
• Goos scores 26 as hot-shooting UPS squad downs rival Pacific Lutheran 84-6 1
MIcMI RIcE
Sports Editor

SCORING TWO, Kristina Goos gets by Lute defenders.

Perhaps the Lutes wish the Loggers were still in the PNWAC.
Riding a tidal wave of hot shooting, the UPS women's basketball
team swept past Pacific Lutheran at
the UPS Fieldhouse on Saturday
night.
The 84-61 win vaulted the Loggers past the Lutes into first place in
the NCIC standings. The Loggers
lead the conference with a 10-1
record, with the Lutes close behind
at 11-2.
The Loggers opened a 37-2 1 firsthalf lead, thanks in part to domination on the boards as Puget Sound
outrebounded the Lutes 27-13 in the
. half. Kristina Goos accounted for 10
rebounds and 16 points in the half.
The second half saw the UPS
shooters take over as the Loggers
gradually pulled away, opening a 29-

point lead with just under four minutes to play. The Loggers shot 31for-57 for the game for 54 percent,
while holding the Lutes to just 34
percent fromthe field.
Goos led all scorers with 26
points, while Kelly Kaiser chipped
in 24.
The Loggers win over the Lutes
came on the heels of another lopsided win at home. Friday night's
victim was Lewis & Clark, which
coughed up 31 turnovers and was
held to just 37 percent from the field
en route to a 69-50 loss to the Loggers.
Once again, Goos got the Logger
off to a good start, scoring 16 firsthalf points and leading UPS to a 3726 halftime advantage.
The Logger shooters could not be
stopped, hitting 25-of-44 shots including 10-of-20 3-point attempts.
Goos led the shooting assault, hitting 10-of-16 field goals and three

of-three free throws. The Logger
sophomore leads the NCIC in freethrow shooting (56-68), third in scor ing (18.1 points per game) and third
in 3-pointers (34-8 1).
Goos was awarded the NAJA Division H National Player of the Week
award, as well as the NCIC Player
of the Week for her recent efforts.
Goos scored 75 points in the Loggers' last three games, as well as
shooting 27-for-42 from the floor
and li-for-lifrom the foul line. She
also tallied 19 steals and 11 assists.
As a team, the Loggers lead the
NCIC in points per game (68.9), 3point shooting (37 percent) and lowest points-per-game allowed (59.1).
Two more NCIC home games are
on tap for this weekend, as Linfield
pays a visit on Friday night and
Willamette on Saturday. Both games
start at 6p.m. Tuesday Feb. 18 , the
Loggers will rematch the Lutes in
Parkiand.

Dear Lutes, spirit should not rear ugly head
PLU angered by UPS
basketball fans' actions
To whom it may concern,
This letter is in regard to the
basketball game that took place
between FLU and UPS.
As a basketball fan, I was not
only excited for a competitive
game, but I was also excited
about the on-going rivalry between our two schools. PLU and
UPS have a long histoiy of rivalry
in all sports, and why shouldn't
they? We are both schools with
great athletes, and great fans.
I had always believed this
statement until I walked into the
UPS gym on Saturday night. During the middle of the game, when
FLU had just fallen behind by one
point, a number of UPS fans
started chanting "F*** the
Lutes!"
Not only was I surprised that
the UPS administration did nothing but gesture for their crowd to
be quiet, but I was reassured to
the fact that UPS fans are lack-

ing in maturity. That is the kind
of chant I would have expected
to hear at a high school football
game, not a basketball game between two respectable colleges.
lam not trying to justify FLU's
loss in any way, but the real loers in this game were the UPS
fans. Portraying themselves as
immature students with no class
was the common perception by
both FLU and UPS students and
parents.
The next time you want to
cheer. I suggest you choose your
cheer carefully. Although people
will remember the game, more
people will remember the lack of
class that UPS showed that night
at the game.
Sincerely,
Bradd Busick
Vice-president of the Pacific
Lutheran University Student
Body

PAT MALONEY

Sports Commentator
Dear PLU,
On behalf of the University of
Puget Sound student body, I would
like to apologize for a few student's
actions.
At the UPS-PLU men's basketball
game last Saturday our fans were out

This is aiiuiifortuiiate
incident in which school
sj'iiit aniipride reared
their ulybeadi Hopefully
those two shanieful
characteristics will never
come back to lIPS fans
of control. I am sorry for the tragic
events that transpired on that fateful
evening.
I must explain to you that our university lacks school spirit. We do not
have much to cheer about in the way
of spectator sports. The efforts of our
football and basketball teams are

nothing to be proud of.
When many of the students heard
that our basketball team would play
FLU for the first time in many years,
they became excited. When the
game was close throughout, our

OMPIE?4T

rookie fans just did not know how
to behave themselves.
In the past few years our teams
have not been in close situations with
our rivals. Our fans have become
experts on cheering politely, even
when down by 50 points.
This is an unfortunate incident in
which school spirit and pride reared
their ugly heads. Hopefully those
two shameful characteristics will
never come back to UPS fans. I
know I was personally embarrassed
for my school when I heard that the
Fieldhouse was actually crowded for
a game and that fans were excited
about the action transpiring.
Around our campus this has be-

come a crisis. How does a university deal with stopping blatant displays of pride and school spirit?
School spirit must be stopped at all
costs. The university needs to allocate all its resources to deal with this
situation. The Dean of Students
needs to form one of her famous task
forces to deal with this issue. ASUPS
should post its officers throughout
the crowd in order to silence any fan
who might wish to applaud in support of hard working UPS athletes.
Hopefully, for everyone involved
in this incident, our school spirit will
return to its sub-par level. It would
be a tragedy of epic proportions if
the Fieldhouse were crowded and
became known as a difficult place
to play around the league.
The ASUPS' officers and the administration should stop at nothing
to make sure that this occurrence
never happens again. Once again I
would like to extend to you, the students of PLU, our deepest apologies.
This should never happen again.
Sincerely,
Pat Maloney
P.S. FUCK THE LUTES!

Rivalry renewed in overtime thriller
KAREN Kmi
Assistant Sports Editor
The cross-town rivalry between
the University of Puget Sound and
Pacific Lutheran University was renewed after a twenty year absence
in a thrilling 86-83 overtime win by
the Loggers.
A crowd of 1,019 basketball fans
filled the bleachers of Memorial
Fieldhouse and witnessed the Loggers upset the third-place team in the
NCIC. The Loggers victory marked
the 100th anniversary game between
the two universities which began in
1977.

The crowd were going crazy with
less than a minute remaining in the
game. PLU was slowly chipping
away at the lead that the Loggers had
built up since halftime.
With only seven seconds remaining in regulation, Jason Maners
scored a lay-up to finish off an eight
point rally and tied the game at 7070, sending the Loggers and the
Lutes into overtime.
The fans were kept at the edge of
their seats in anticipation of the final outcome of game. It was a close
game that went all the way down to
the wire as FLU made one last attempt at a comeback with only seconds left on the clock.
Tim Kelly's three point shot
pulled the Lutes within one. The
Loggers' Corey Van Lith's two free
throws clinched the victory over the
Lutes as the clock ran out.
In the five minute overtime period, the Loggers' Rashad Norris and
Rob Bradbury took control of the

game hitting some crucial shots to
put the Loggers over the top.
Bradbury hit eight of his 16 points
in the overtime period and was
named UPS Athlete of the Week for
his performance in this week's
games.
Bradbury ended the game with 24
points against FLU. He went 9-for15 from the floor, including 6-for11 from the 3-point line and 3-for-3
from the foUl line.
Rashad Norris was another key
contributor in the Loggers victory
scoring 20 points for the night and
went 3-for-5 from behind the 3point line.
Thrown into the starting line-up
due to injuries, sophomore Jeremy
Werkau became an offensive threat
in the second half by dominating the
paint.
Coach Bob Niehi remarked that
his team "definitely picked up the
intensity for the FLU match and
probably played their best defensive
game of the season. In rivalry games,
that's what you have to do to win
the game."
Everything was finally coming
tügether as UPS kept hitting big shot
after big shot all night, converting
steals into baskets, scrambling for
loose balls, controlling the tempo,
and showing the fans a couple of

1/eating PLI/is
erervthng iVow we ,lon't
liin'e to listen to theni brai
all snimer."
—1PS Player IIaEail Norris
high-flying slam-jams.
The players on the Logger team
really enjoyed the opportunity to
play in front of such a vocal, enthusiastic and fired-up home
crowd.
The Lutes were lead by Jason
Maners and Brad Brevet, each contributing 10 points at the half. Brevet finished the game scoring 22
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DOUBLE TEAMED by a pair of Pioniers, Rob Bradbury looks for an open Logger
during last Friday's loss to Lewis & Clark.
points, grabbing a game-high 15 reThe next game for the Loggers Loggers at Memorial Fieldhouse.
bounds, and sinking two 3 pointers, men's basketball team will be an- On Saturday, Feb. 15 the Loggers
But in the crucial final minutes of other doubleheader at Memorial will host Willamette University in
the game, Brevet failed to convert Fieldhouse this weekend. Linfield their last home game of the season.
his free throws from the line. College will be in town Friday, Feb. Tip-off will be at 8:00 pm for both
With the win the Loggers im- 14 for a Valentine's date with the games.
proved their record to 3-8 in the conrence and a 9-I1 overall record.
Meanwhile, the Lutes dropped to 85 in the conference with overall
record of 13-8.
The loss could put a damper on
the Lutes playoff hopes for this season as they are still vying for the
position in the tournament.
(Through Feb. 13)
All in all it was a great night for
NCIC
NCIC
UPS basketball with both Logger
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
basketball teams coming away with
victories and with the renewal of the
NCIC Overall GB
NCIC Overall GB
cross-town rivalry against Paci tic
Lutheran University.
Whitworth
I
9-3 16-4
10-1 15-3 /
Puget Sound
For Norris, "Beating PLU is evPacific
8-3 14-5
.5 Pacific Lutheran 11-2 15-6 /
erything. Now we don't have to lisLewis and Clark 7-4 15-4 1.5 Willamette
9-3
12-8. 1.5
ten to them brag all summer." The
Pacific Lutheran 8-5 13-8 1.5 George Fox
11-9 3,5
7-5
Loggers won't have much a chance
Willamette
7-5 9-11 2
Whitworth
7-5 9-9 3.5
to enjoy their victory over the Lutes
Linfield
4-8 6-14 5
Lewis&Clark
4-7
5-13 6
before they have to meet them again
George Fox
4-8 6-13 5
Pacific
3-8 4-15 7
on Tuesday, February II in
Puget Sound
3-8 9-I1 5.5 Linfield
1-11 4-15 9.5
3-9 7-13 6
Whitman
1-114-16 9.5'
Whitman
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The road to incredible service begins at Precision
Automotive & Transmission In

Preparation from

Preparation from

'eWINTER
Special

featuring...

featuring...

• 32 hours of in-class teaching
• three proctored exam
• additional help sessions
• personalized instruction
• free application advising
• Price -- $395

• 36 hours of in-class teaching
• four fully proctored exams
• additional help sessions
• instructor -- Steven Klein
• free application advising
• Price--$595

Call now for more information

Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT

on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT

$19.95
Includes:
Lube, Oil & Filter Service.
Tire Rotation.
7 Areas' Winter Assessment.
t6attenes/Starsng 'System, Antifreeze/PeIts/Hc'ses, Tires,fleating System/Block
Heater, Wiper Blades System, Exhaust and Lights.
Offer Valid until December 3.1996

7592044

Free Local Shuttle Service

817 DIVISION AVE. SUITE C
..

Next GRE class begins February 17
Next LSAT classes begin April 5, 9, & I

Next GRE class begins February 17
Next LSAT classes begin April 5, 9, & 10

TACOMA, WA 98403
PH: (206) 593-0134
FAX: (206) 593-4571
corner of Division & "I' Street

PRJClSlON AUTOMOTWE
3723 Orb Avenue
Tacoma, WA. 98406

(206)759-2044
FAX(206)759.132t.

TRANSMISSION INC.

Loggers drown Central
Rt
tEFS
Men's lacrosse
opens season
The Loggers traveled to
Corvallis on Feb. 9 to play their
season opener against Washington
State and fell short, losing 7-6.
Even though the Loggers lost,
they showed potential for an outstanding season.
"It was a fine effort by the team,
but the penalties hurt us," said
Coach Flash Gordon.
Logger standouts were senior
Matt Steele, who scored two
goals, and Freshman Matt
Frompkin. According to teammates, Frompkin played well in
his first game as Logger goalie.
The Loggers are on the road for
their next two games. The team
anticipatates fan support for their
March 1st home opener against
the University of Oregon.

Bradbury gets
weekly honor
Rob Bradbury was named UPS
Athlete of the Week for his performance in last week's basketball
game against PLU.
Bradbury scored 24 points. He
went 9-for-15 from the floor, including 6-for-Il from the 3-point
line and 3-for-3 from the line.

SIERRA SPITZER

Assistant Sports Editor

The Loggers left Central Washington drowning in their wake last
Thursday as they concluded the dual
meet season with an impressive
sweep of the Wildcats.
The Logger men swam to a 13269 victory as the Logger women
made a big splash with their 143-5 9
win.
Saturday's time trials also went
well for the Loggers in that they
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were successful in qualifying more
men for the nationals team.
The Logger men are still aiming
to get more national cuts at the upcoming NCIC Championships in
hopes of bringing a full team to the
national competition. The women
have already qualified the maximum
number of members for the team.
The teams will be resting this
week in preparation for the NCIC
Championships which will be held
February 20-22 in McMinnville,
Oregon.

Men's Basketball
Feb. 14
Linfield
@UPS
8:00 p.m.

Men's Tennis
Feb. 14
Pacific Lutheran
@ UPS Pavilion
3:30 p.m.

* * *

Women's Tennis
Feb. 13
Pacific Lutheran
@ UPS Pavilion
3:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Feb. 14
Linfield
@UPS
6:00 p.m.

Feb. 15
Willamette
@UPS
8:00 p.m.

* * *

* * *

Feb. 15
Seattle University
@ UPS Pavilion
10:00 a.m.

Feb. 15
Willamette
@UPs
6:00 p.m.

"
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Men's B Gold Basketball

Men's A Basketball
2
Short Bus
The Freshmen
2
Voluntary Manslaughter 1
1
Alpha Beta
1
PD
1
Beta
0
Way Down Town
0
Suck Deez

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2

3
2
1
1
0

0
1
1
1
3

Men's Singles Tennis
Tim Carter
MarkShapiro
Mark Cohen
Tucker Meager
David Odell
Greg Peterson
Greg Detrick

Chris' Crusaders
Hung Jury
Straight Shooters
Shankin' Hepeats
Tardy But Late
The Peter North-star
The Weasels
Prosecution

1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

0

0

i

The Kind
El Corto Buso
The Giants
Benchwarmers
Bus Drivers
Runnin' Philthies Ii
Shirts
Maui Sons

Hazed And Confused
The Trojans
Sigma Chi
Moth Crue

Exciting Training
Our comprehensive four-month Informafion Systems training program offers you the opportunity to gain the Airborne Experience
that will posifion you to develop and support innovafive opplicafans using varied platforms and technologies. Technologies
used include: COBOL/IBM Mainframe, Oracle/UNIX,
Windows/C++, Visual Basic, Interacfive Voice Response, and
a wide vatlety of PC development and database tools. It's a
great way to begin your Intl ormafion Systems career I

3
3
3
2
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
2
3
3
3

2
1
1
0

0
1
1
2

Women's Singles Tennis
Trish Sagare
Karen Kim
Mary Walker
Jennifer Mdc
Shawna Klinesteker
Dori Rosenberg
Sharon Babcoch
Emily Maloney
Jennifer Mark
Jill Tamashiro

3
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3

Coed Doubles Tennis
Horny Squid
Tamashiro/Martin
Malony/Chin
Tsushima/Thayer
Rundle/Titcomb
ChenTI'akashima
Cool Cats
Rosenberg/Lockwood

At Airborne Express we utilize technology to solve customer needs while delivering career opportunities! Airborne Express, one of the fastest growing overnight express carriers in the business, provides door-to-door
express delivery of small packages and documents throughout the United States and to over 183 countries worldwide. Airborne also acts as an international and domestic freight forwarder for shipments of any size.
Ocean Services, Third Party Warehousing and International Trade Zone designations, position Airborne to be a complete logistics provider for Fortune 1000 companies.

Our aggressive and creafive use of mainframe, distributed, and PC
technologies enable Airborne Express to customize solufions to meet
our customers growing business needs. The only thing growing faster
could be youl

0
1
1
1
1
7
3
3

Men's C Basketball

Have Your IS Career Take Off With Airborne Express!

Entry Level Information
Systems Careers

3
2
2
2
2
0
0
0

Men's B Green Basketball

Coed Basketball
No Names
Lokahi
Players Ii
Kumquats
We'll Play For Beer

r on

Majors and Qualifications
We are looking for innovafive problem solvers to help grow Airborne's
and our clients' business and logisfics needs by using the wide vahety of
technologies available to our Information Systemi department. A
Bachelor's or Master's degree in Business or lnformafion Systems is
required by July, 1997. You must also have taken a course in at least
one programming class, or have a demonstrated apftude for computer
languages. Excellent oral and written communicafion skills are also
required.

Worldwide Headquarters
We have 8 Associate Programmer/Analyst pasifions available at our
woddwide corporate headquarters in downtown Seattle. All posifons are
salaried full flme, and employment begins July, 1997.

Apply Now
Airborne Express will be on campuslor interviews February 24. To apply,
take your resume to the Academic and Career Advising Office and signup for an interview. You may also send your resume to: Airborne
Express, IS Recruiter, 3101 Western Avenue, Seattle, WA 98121.
Email (ASCII text only please): liso.reinitz@airborno-express.com .
For addifonal informafion call Usa Reinitz, IS Recruiter, 286-4268.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Visit our Web Site at:
www.airborneexpress.com

AIRBORNE
EXPRESS

3
3
2
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
3
3
3
3

Dr. Cornel West: Beyond Racial Reasoning
MARTYN KINGSTON

UPS Professor
Come! West, Professor of Religion and Afro-American Studies at
Harvard University, is arguably this
generation's preeminent AfricanAmerican intellectual, and architect
of a post-civil rights philosophy of
black liberation that challenges us to
think very differently about race.
His breakthrough best-seller Race
Matters, is a provocative, unconventional and uncompromising attack
on this country's racial thinking and
cultural attitudes including matters
spiritual and material. West's work
is important for all Americans because it combines the best of a progressive Afro-American intellectual
tradition with a unflinching challenge, packed with unsettling insights, to the racial reasoning prevalent in both conventional liberal and
conservative approaches.
Representing a ferocious, independent, self-scripted moral vision
for America, West aims at nothing
short of revitalizng public discourse
about race and culture in view of
what he describes as America's
"paralyzing pessism and stultifying
cynicism" and the pitfalls of racial
reasoning. A self-described "radical
democrat" West outlines a progressive, social-democratic vision for
America.
Every day it seems we are reminded of the seemingly unshakable
fact of racial division. The second
O.J. Simpson verdict and its aftershocks confirm that race does indeed
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Upset students
demand answers
After several administrative
changes at the end of last semester,
we, like many students, found ourselves faced with many unanswered
questions. We attempted to find the
answers through attending administrative office hours and contacting
other campus members, only to encounter sources that produced little
or no information. It is time the students have a meaningful voice on
campus, and we intend to make our
voice heard. Some of the questions
we have include:
If residential Programs is currently on a Budget Freeze, why are
we paying for both David Pottswho is on a one-year sabbaticaland Terry Cooney to be Academic
Vice President simultaneously? Why
did Vice President Potts "resign" his
position one month before that end
of Fall Semester 1996?
Former Associate Dean of Students Jeanette DiScala was in the
process of closing on a new house
and was prepared to move Thanksgiving weekend. Why, then, would
she pick this time to resign her job
on "mutually agreeable terms"?

matter. It's overshadowing of the
State of the Union Address is telling
commentary on America entering
the next millennium.
For West, the racial crisis grows
deeper - a slippery slope toward economic strife, social turmoil, and cultural chaos - undermining black
humanity and progress and also
threatening democracy in America.
The Simpson spectacle confirms an
absence of civic discourse and cultural decay - a post-civil rights market culture of "random nows," dominated by "gangster mentalities and
self destructive wantonness."

fliery day it seems we are
IYVJIIII6eLI of the seemiiily
ilhls/lakable fact of racial
division.
West, a former pastor, has been
deply touched by early experiences
and by diverse intellectual and grassroots traditions within the African
American community. These include, childhood experiences, stories
of parishioners who, only two generations from slavery, told stories of
Blacks maintaining their religious
faith. West went on to recognize the
importance of community-based political action from his youth experiences with the Black Panthers,
whose office was nearby his boyhood church.
West draws from the two dominant African-American political traditions of our time - Martin Luther

If all former staff members are
"free to discuss their situation," why
is Dean DiScala not permitted to
answer any of our questions?
Why were students told that Dean
DiScala was on "administrative
leave" or "vacation," when this vacation never quite ended? Why were
we not informed of her "resignation"
until after the last issue of The Trail
for the semester? Why was the campus not informed of this "resignation" until certain administrators
were advised to do so by students?
What voice do we have in administrative accountability? How are upper-level administrators evaluated?
Where, specifically, does our tu
ition money go?.
How can we make our voice
heard?
We challenge all students to take
an active interest in these issues.
Dean of Students Judith Kay holds
a Rotunda office hour every Thursday from 12:30-1:30. There is also
Q-mail (qmail@ups.edu), a question/answer resource provided by the
administration. All administrators
have their own e-mail accounts, and
we encourage you to take advantage
of these by asking questions and
demanding answers. We spend
$18,030 in tuition per year (plus and
additional $4540 for Room and
Board) to attend this University. This
tuition covers more than the four
classes we take each semester; we
are paying for the whole college ex-

King's integrationism and Malcom
X's separatism and the nationalism
it spawned. But he emphatically rejects each as a complete solution.
Acknowledging black nationalism as the unprecedented articulation of black rage, and profound
commitment to affirm black humanity and self-love, he rejects it's militancy, and the problems it.creates by
placing blacks in a position of
"double consciousness" between
two worlds.
While echoing the Afrocentric call
for blacks to take control of their
own destiny, he rejects the idea that
Farrakhan's Nation of Islam - or any
black nationalism - can claim a monopoly on black self-love strategies.
Drawing on King's appeal to
moral resoning and civic duty,
West's prophetic vision does not include the complete rejection of all
American political traditions. He
defiantly criticizes any form of xenophobia and promotes the need for
civil responsibility and social accountability from each and every
citizen no matter the race or circumstance. He challenges all of us to be
charitably tolerant toward any political perspective from which insight
and wisdom is to be gained.
For similar reasons, West criticizes the liberal and conservative
establishment and its tendency towards racial reasoning. Recent discourse on the plight of AfricanAmericans revolves around two
flawed alternatives:
First, there are those who highlight structural constraints on the life

chances of black people, show casing the deliterious effects of slavery,
Jim Crowism, residential segregation, unequal education, and high
unemployment.
Second, there are those who
would stress the behavioral obstacles
on black progress, such as the lack
of a sufficient work ethic, a failure
to delay gratification, frugality and
personal responsibility.
For West, this, like the Simpson
debate, is vulgar racial reasoning
based on simplistic portrayals of social problems as racial or black problems. West challenges us to forge a
new spirit and vision.
Dismantling racial reasoning involves moving beyond basic notions
of black authenticity, the mentality
of closing ranks, and black cultural
conservatism. Instead, West argues;
we must acknowledge the basic humanness and Americanness of each
of us, and see our common history,
and the power that exists in ourselves
to be transformative. For African
Americans this means a new
mobilzation based on the ideas of a
mature blackidentity, coalition strategies, and black cultural democracy.
These strategies assume neither a
black essence, shared by all African
Americans, or a single black perspective which all should follow.
For all Americans this means a
"psychic conversion" and change in
what we do: First, a moral reorientation towards recognizing and actinc upon the "common cood" - that
our national and international destinies ultimately rest on a realization

that we care about our common lives
together; Second, a new politics of
conversion centered on some form
of large-scale public intervention to
ensure access to basic social goods
- housing, health care, education,
child care and jobs; and third, a new
visionary political leadership
grounded in grass-roots organizing
that emphasizes democratic accountability.
West's critique is far-ranging,
from the crisis in black leadership
to the myths surrounding black sexuality; from affirmative action to
black-jewish relations. He never
hesitates to confront the prejudices
of all of his readers - or wavers in
his insistence that they share a common destiny. Bold in its thought and
written with a redemptive passion
grounded in the traditions of the African American church, Race Matters is a work that is at once challenging and deeply healing. Described as a book devoted to "kicking butt and naming names" its author is portrayed as an "eloquent
prophet with attitude." His oratory
like his writing has broad appeal and
blends drama with knowledge and
inspiration. For anyone concerned
with America's contemporary racial
and cultural crisis West's message
does indeed matter and ought to be
considered carefully by all.
West argues it is late, but not too
late to overcome this nation's poverty, paranoia, despair and distrust.

perience. Are you getting your
money's worth?
Sincerely,
Christy Mather, RHAC Chair
Matt McGinnis, RHAC Vice-Chair

the management of KUPS will clear
up several misunderstandings and
incorrect statements.
First of all, it must be understood
that up until this semester Mr. Hersh,
Fazio, Holmer and English-Young
hosted a talk program on KUPS for
a year and a half. This semester,
these same gentlemen demanded
that they be given four prime-time
evening shows Monday through
Thursday. However, due to the increasing number of individuals applying for shows at KUPS, we were
only able to offer these gentlemen
two shows, one on Wednesday evenings and the other on early Sunday
evenings. Not satisfied with this
proposition, Mr. Hersh, Fazio,
Holmer and English-Young chose
not to participate as announcers at
KUPS this semester.
Regarding the allegations that
KUPS is attempting to hinder student participation, KUPS is in fact
trying to promote participation.
However, this goal is unachievable
when staff members request multiple
time slots that should rightly belong
to other students. All KUPS announcers are awarded only one show
in order to allow other candidates an
opportunity for airtime. If the request
of these four gentlemen had been
granted, three potential announcers
would be excluded from participation, which in the eyes of the management and announcers is unfair.
Concerning the statements made

about KUPS listener ratings, it is
unfortunate that these gentlemen
quoted a survey completed during
winter break when KUPS was off
air, this would explain the low ratings in question.
In response to the concern over the
lack of management's initiative to
promote talk shows, one only has to
look at the spring schedule of KUPS
to see that talk radio is part of our
programming.
Anyone involved with KUPS is
aware of the management's goal of
professionalism and quality programming. This new direction that
KUPS is headed is not established
with the intention nor desire to stifle
the raw feeling and creativity of college radio. The goal is in fact to
maintain creativity and a cutting
edge in the music industry while
maintaining a high level of quality.
We appreciate and respect the concern of Mr. Hersh, Fazio, Holmer,
and English-Young over the future
direction of the station; however, we
disagree with the motive this concern is founded upon. This will be
the only and last response of the
KUPS management in regards to this
matter. In the future, we hope that
concerns in regards to the station will
be handled in a mature manner by
addressing the KUPS management
directly.
Respectfully,
Michal Temple, Program Director
Adam Gehrke, General Manager

Chi 'Drive by' in
bad taste
I am writing to express my animosity towards the Sigma Chi house
after last Saturday's "Drive by Sigma
Chi." Perhaps the Sigma Chi house
does not realize that people die from
gang violence every day. Perhaps I
should go to Sigma Chi and beat
everyone's ass. I am appalled at the
ignorance of the Sigma Chi leaders.
I use to respect them.
What about safety issues? What if
some real "drive by" gangsters came
by and saw a bunch of Abercrombie
& Fitch wearin' white guys standing outside mocking their life-style?
I am sure you wouldn't have had
plenty to say about gangsters had
you been shot on the lawn of Sigma
Chi.
This was a bad joke, guys. You
took it a little too far. Try thinking
before you plan your next "Drive by
Sigma Chi" or Tupac Tuesday. My
wrath will be at your door.
Sincerely,
Bernadette Ray

KUPS response
In regards to last weeks regarding KUPS and its management, we

This article appears courtesy of
the Tacoma News Tribune (2111197).

Arena shows to return
J.tinis ARCHER CONOVER
Contributing Editor
In case you haven't noticed, rock
and roll concerts have changed drastically in the last five years, since the
public's idea of a good concert has
swayed in a very "alternative" direction. I am not happy about this.
My theory has always been that it
all started with the video for
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
which showed the band rockin in a
high school gym. There were no pyrotechnics, no huge walls of amplifiers, no elaborate stage costumesnothing. Just some scruffy-looking
guys on a basketball court rocking
the house. I liked that video, which
is saying a lot since I hate MTV.
However, had I known that it would
lead to the destruction of all that is
cool about concerts, I would have
murdered Kurt Cobain sooner.
Since the music world is just about
the most trend-driven entity in the
entire universe, concerts changed i&
stantly. Almost every concert in the
United States suddenly dropped all
stage theatrics in favor of imitating
Nirvana. What nobody realized was
that Nirvana could not be imitated.
Nirvana had enough raw rock and
roll power to get along fine without
fireballs shooting all over the stage.
Few others did. What this amounted
to was a lot of really boring and stupid shows.

Glam-rockers (who you probably
like to call "butt-rockers") died off
immediately, and took with them all
the flair and pompous attitude that
had been so "in" before.Thus began
the dark ages of rock and roll. Loners like myself had to search far and
wide to find decent rock concerts to
go to. Hippie groove-fests like the
Sky Cries Mary show at the UPS
Fieldhouse became the norm. No
more were the days of David Lee
Roth flying down on to the stage
atop a neon yellow surfboard. Gone
were the massive rock and roll festivals like "Rock in Rio" or the infamous "Monsters of Rock," which
had drawn hundreds of thousands of
screaming fans. Rock stars largely
lost their godlike mystiqu, but
people insisted that this was good
because now they got to be up close
and personal with the band—the
"club atmosphere," they called it.
Great. The club atmosphere. Even
I kind of liked it for awhile, but now
I'm really sick of it. I'm really glad
that all the dorks who got picked on
and slapped around on the playgrounds of the 80s can all be rock
stars now. I'm being sarcastic by the
way. I hate it! Even the most popular bands nowadays can't fill large
venues like the Kingdome. Why?
Because however good their music
is, they have no charisma—no stage
presence. They suck. Look at Alanis
Morrisette. She sold fifteen trillion

albums. No matter what, she will
never be half the star Michael Jackson was (and still is). Why? No stage
presence. No charisma at all. It is the
way of the nineties. It is a dark time
for music; a dark time for concerts.
Why did I go to so much trouble
to reveal to you what has happened?
So that you understand why I think
it SUCKS. I go to concerts to be entertained. The music is part of that
entertainment, but paying twenty to

The iiiusic is part of that
eiiiertainineiit, hilt pay/ni
twentv to fifty Mksjiist
to liiten to sonie 111115/c is
ilOthifl4fbiltilflJJ-Ofi I
ileiiianiliiiore forinynioney.
fifty dollars just to listen to some
music is nothing but a rip-off. I demand more for my money. If I want
to hear some great music I'll whip
out a CD. If I'm going to spend lots
of money on a concert, I want to see
my money being put to good use. I
want to see state-of-the-art lighting
and pyro. I also want the performers
to work hard up there, not stare at
their shoes. These are not unreasonable demands. That's why when a
sorry-ass group like Oasis gets on

stage and makes no effort to rock
the house, then threatens to leave
and take the fans' money, it makes
me sick. Physically ill.
Now is when I cuss you people
out for supporting what has happened in the nineties. Basically
you're a bunch of goddamn losers.
But I really shouldn't say "you
people," because I know that there
are some fine individuals out there
who are on my side, the side of all
that kicks ass, and have suffered like
I have suffered under the tyranny of
alternative garbage. Know this, alternative scrubs—we soldiers of
rock and roll shall triumph in the
end. Just as the mentally retarded
masses have plunged us into the
dark age of concerts, so too will they
lift us out as the next trend arisesthe return of arena rock. At the top
of this trend will be the arena rockers of the future, like me, who will
get mega-rich at the former alternative fans' expense. We will laugh at
them as we swoop down onto the
stage suspended by cables. We will
blind them with huge fiery pyrotechnic explosions, and when the
show is over we will sneer at them
from our tour buses as they sell their
bodies trying to meet us. Alternative sissies of the world, prepare to
be crushed under arena rock's
purple snakeskin boot. The next
trend is coming and you know it.
Long live rock and roll!

Science cores need serious revisions
Science in Context classes have
finally been revealed as the biggest
waste of time since the daytime soap
opera! There have been horrible rumors and unfounded accusations
floating around campus ever since
the faculty exploded into civil conflict over the issue of Core revisions
came to light last semester, but the
true gruesome reality has only just
been exposed to this shocked tuition
payer.
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How bad could it be? Try taking a
course that claimed the development
of atomic power during the years
between Copenhagen and the Manhattan Project as its topic, only to be
bombarded with poetry by Shelley,
and Latin phrases from Horace! Yes,
it is not a twisted lie but the evil
truth—Science in Context is just a
poor attempt at placing science
within the bounds of the world
which we are presently being sheltered from at this fine institution.
But is it all bad? No. It is true that
the social ramifications of the technology explosion should definitely
be required learning for any self respecting college student. What we
need, though, is an intelligent plan
for doing so The Science in Con-

text core as it stands takes two separate departments and squeezes them
together for a course. The result is
not unlike particle board—very
flimsy. You can almost feel the professors stretching to accommodate
various portions of the syllabus.
But what is the solution? The solution is the elimination of the Science in Context Core and the creation of some new directives for all
of the courses offered at our hallowed institution. Make every
course, every professor, and every
student responsible for the contextual importance of the information
they are either presenting or digesting. It is irresponsible for anyone to
teach a course on history without

comment to the contextual ramifications for the material they are pre-

fljp uililtion is the
elimination of the Science
Al Context core awl the
mlation of sonie new
dfreilives for all of the
eoiiies offeredat onr
hallowed iiistitiition.
senting. Likewise, any student who
travels along treating each course
like a separate subject deserves to be

osef
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stuck in middle management for the
remainder of their days.
This school, these classes, these
professors, and we students have a
responsibility to ourselves and the
world which we are inheriting to see
our studies as indivisible. There is
no science without history, no art
without politics, no psychology
without philosophy. Everything
which we have learned, and all that
we have yet to learn has some place
in the intricate system of gears that
is our life. The Science and Context
core is just a flimsy and ill considered manner of forcing this realization upon us.

I think it's really stupid that the kids younger than us are
being called "Generation Y." I didn't realize that there was
anything dumber than "Gen X" but, hey, there is.
Instead of going to the Campus Films and spending a
buck on what are, as a whole, not that great of movies this
semester (by getting all those new movies- Michael, 1D4,
etc, it just means you have films that we have seen recently and aren't interested in), go see Arlo Pelegrin's Outsiders film series, it's free and they're showing better flicks.
They've been showing that same stupid video on the
television in the SUB lounge for about twelve years now.
Why don't they get something new and at least mildly interesting, like video from a UPS basketball game or a drama
production?
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ASUPS elections in thr]*Llling deadlock
B. Cin'Err
Staff Cartoonist

The ASTJPS student government elections have been their
usual thrilling selves this semester, with no end of scandal
and heart-stopping seat-ofyour-pants excitement.
Presidential candidate Louis
Gossett Junior and his running
mate Dave Johanssen, while
officially unopposed, are rumored to be facing a strong
challenge in the form of dark
horse write-in candidates
Beanie and Cecil the Sea Serpent, from Bob Clampett's
long-running children's program "The Beanie and Cecil
Show." When questioned about
the race, Gossett said, "It's quite

bizarre. I thought we had the
election in our grasp, ready for
us to enforce another year of
completely no activity whatsoever... and then, over the horizon came this little steam ship

lie hijow what happens
wlu'u foil Iota bunch of
ilruiihs run the
1.1111 i'lilfflent... you giet
.'IaI like Wyonlinhr,
lbatc what
with a kid and a sea serpent on
it. The voters flocked to them,
and now we've got a fight on
our hands. I feel terrible about
it, to be honest. I loved that

show as a kid. There's no room
for sympathy now, though...
we'll crush those lousy radicals
at the voting booths." In response, Cecil said, "Louis
Gossett Junior, you Dirty Guy!"
El Presidente has thrown her
support firmly behind Gossett
and Johanssen.
In related news, the ASUPS
Senate incumbents and challengers have received a threatening ultimatum from the
People's Temperance Front.
The PTF insists that any potential senators be subjected to
lengthy sobriety tests in order
to determine their suitability for
office. A spokesperson for the
PTF said, "We know all about
these politicians and their
boozin' ways, and we aim to put

a stop to it. Such degenerate
behavior wouldn't even be permitted in a monkey house! Do
these senators think WE'RE a
bunch of monkeys? Well,
they're dead wrong. It is THEY
who are the monkeys, and we'll
make monkeys out of them, by
god! We know what happens
when you let a bunch of drunks
run the government.., you get
states like Wyoming, that's
what. Well, not on our campus,
buddy. We'll put them right
against the wall when the revolution comes."
In all, it looks like another
spine-tingling election, just like
all the spine-tingling elections
before it. It's expected that student government well end up
being pretty much the same as

it's always been, and the unopposed candidates will probably
win because only about three
people are going to vote anyway. Yessir, it's so darned exciting I can hardly keep my
pants on.
We at The Puget Sound Trail

throw our official editorial support behind whoever is running
in the senate races and Beanie
and Cecil in the presidential
race. A boy and a sea serpent
could do wonders for modern
democracy, and we'd like to see
them try. Besides, we're all
suckers for a good cartoon, so
on election day, be sure and include Beanie and Cecil on your
ballot as official write-in candidates. I'm not sure the real
candidates are even Americans.

Frugal recipe fun for whole darned family!
Editor's Note:
We here at The Puget Sound

Trail are firmly committed to

providing quality entertainment
that every member of the
nuclear family can enjoy. To
this end, we have contacted the
world-renowned Frugal Gourmet, and he has agreed to publish some of his favorite recipes, so that families can cook
together and reinforce the
Christian bonds of harmony in
the comfort of their own homes.
(Read the above as: this bit contains many a cheap shot directed at the once-beloved Frugal Gourmet. This thing is appalling. It's in the worst possible taste, and I think it's the
most evil thing we've ever
done, ever. For agreeing to print
this, we should be locked up
where we can no longer harm
ourselves or others.) Take it
away, Frugie!

GRILLED CHEESE

TAGftARJNI

This one is easy and kids
The kids these days, they
just
love it.
sure do love garlic. This
• Butter two slices of bread
recipe delivers on that count,
with SIX WHOLE CLOVES (one side each) and brown
of garlic providing tons of them in a frying pan with a
rich, Italian flavor for your few slices of cheese in the
entire family unit. Here's middle (kids love American
cheese).
how it's done:
• Serve it on a cold, rainy
• Mince six cloves of garlic, then brown them lightly day with tomato soup and
(in one-third cup of olive oil) you'll have youngsters from
around the neighborhood
over medium-low heat.
• Empty a large can of to- flocking to your door.
• Once they're inside, you
matoes, with the juice, into
can ply them with candy and
a large bowl.
• Break up the tomatoes soon you'll have a whole
with a spoon, then add one mob of fresh-faced new
half teaspoon of salt, black friends.
• Yes, cooking can be an
pepper, and crushed red pepexceptionally rewarding caper.
• Add the tomato mixture reer, especially if you take
to the garlic, and simmer on the time out to enjoy the
company of the people
low heat for five minutes.
• Boil your pasta, and add you're cooking for.
• Nothing makes me hapthe sauce.
pier
than serving up a piping
• Serve with parmesan and
you've got a treat the whole hot dish or two to one of my
family will love! Family's regular customers. Their
what it's all about isn't it? coos and sighs of gratitude
never fail to warm my heart.
Especially the children.

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblances to any person, place, or sex offender without
satirical intent are strictly coincidental—so back off.

H

CARAMEL APPLES

JAILHOUSE STEW

Look, we just can't print
this. The big joke in this one
is that all the regular caramel
apple ingredients are there,
along with instructions to
include one naked prepubescent boy. It's in shockingly
bad taste, and we've decided
to omit this particularjoke in
interest of Not Going Directly To Hell.
For the uninformed, TV's
The Frugal Gourmet has
been accused of molesting
some kid way back in the
dim, dark past. The sorry
bastard's career is pretty
much shot at this point, and
scum like ourselves are
gonna be making cheap shots
at him for the rest of eternity.
Hell, I'm not even sure if
he's gonna be found guilty or
not, but it's a cinch that he's
gonna get crucified by the
press. He's more ruined than
Paul Reubens was, and less
talented, too. Frugal is going
straight to prison, that's my
bet. Stupid monkey.

Take one rat. Make stew
out of it by boiling it in a pot
until it's not filthy and disease-ridden anymore. This is
a real favorite in the Big
House, so make sure you've
got a mop handle or a sharpened bed spring handy to
fight off any cons who think
they can take your stew.
Hands off, ya dirty snitch!
Ha ha, just kidding. You can
have some of my stew. I need
some new friends. I've been
ever so lonely since my
celimate Big Debbie got sent
to solitary. Swing low, sweet
chariot... comm 'for to carry
me home... swing low, sweet
chariot... There's a certain

desolate poetry to the prison
at night, don't you agree?
Has anyone ever told you,
you have beautiful eyes?
Well, you haaaaave. Are you
sure you won't have some
stew? Here, let me dim the
lights...

Bon 9Lppetit I

The Puget Sound Trail: Losing one employee after
another.

